UW-F Series
High-performance banknote sorters

These advanced banknote sorters consistently provide the highest
levels of authentication and fitness sorting while keeping your
operational costs down. They offer you maximum flexibility with true
modularity in a choice of 4 configurations designed for high volume
banknote processing, today and into the future.

Providing exceptional levels of accuracy and security, the UW-F Series delivers smoother, more efficient and
continuous processing of large volumes of banknotes, all in a compact device.
UW-F Series product specification
Counting speed
1000 notes per minute

*Maximum speed in USA/Canada is 720 notes per minute.

Hopper capacity
Reject stacker capacity
Power supply
Power consumption
External connection
Number of currencies
Display
Additional detector space
Pocket upgrades
Options

2000 notes
1 × 300 notes
100-240V ±10%, 50/60Hz
200 - 392W
LAN, RS-232C, USB
Up to 32 currencies, 256 denominations
10" colour touchscreen
Yes
Yes
Remote updates (with CashInsight™ Bridge)
Serial number recognition (depending on currency)
Header cards
TITO

UW-F4
Dimensions (W × D × H)
Stacker capacity
Weight

600mm × 455mm × 620mm
4 × 500 notes
65kg

UW-F8
Dimensions (W × D × H)
Stacker capacity
Weight

890mm × 455mm × 620mm
4 × 500, 4 × 200 notes
93kg

UW-F12
Dimensions (W × D × H)
Stacker capacity
Weight

1180mm × 455mm × 620mm
4 × 500, 8 × 200 notes
121kg

UW-F16
Dimensions (W × D × H)
Stacker capacity
Weight

1470mm × 455mm × 620mm
4 × 500, 12 × 200 notes
149kg

 pecifications are subject to change without notice. Please read the instruction manual carefully to ensure correct
S
equipment usage. All figures, capacities and speeds quoted in this brochure are as tested by GLORY LTD. They may vary
depending on usage conditions and are not guaranteed.

Related solutions...
CASHINSIGHT™ BRIDGE

USF-200

GFS-220 SERIES

Continuous performance
monitoring and remote device
management solution.

An ideal solution to provide 2-way fitness
sorting with unprecedented usability and
remarkable processing speeds.

Improving operational efficiency
with superior speed, fitness
analysis and authentication.
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